
Continuity
Shoot for Seamless Editing 



Continuity
As a filmmaker it’s your first objective to provide your 
audience with a seamless viewing experience. This means 
that starting in scene one, you capture their attention and 
eliminate visible ‘technical’ aspects from your film. 

All of your transitions, framing, dialogue scenes, sound, 
music and so on, need to fit together to provide a 
continuous, balanced and harmonious chain of events.



Continuity
Clip #1 - Continuity

Good continuity is the easiest way to 
give your film a polished, professional 
look. Ignoring rules of continuity will 
make editing nearly impossible. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3vQQ3ntVY4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3vQQ3ntVY4


Continuity
● Cut on action/match cut, Clip 1, Clip 2 
● Maintain eye line
● Maintain screen direction from cut to cut.
● Maintain the 180 degree rule
● Costumes/Sets/Make-Up

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_wgDO9SsVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJiqIiVuZhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONMSe_zhq70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_wgDO9SsVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HinUychY3sE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HinUychY3sE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RogoUz_pk4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RogoUz_pk4Y






Coverage
● Coverage is the amount of footage shot and different camera 

angles/distances/framing/focal lengths used to capture a scene. In the 
post-production process, the more camera coverage you have the better. It 
will give the editor more to work with when assembling the final cut. 

● Coverage is important not only to keep things dynamic and exciting within 
the scene, but also to ease the editing process.



Coverage
● You need to include coverage shots in your shot-list/log, otherwise you will 

forget. 
● Do multiple takes. It is exceedingly rare to get the perfect shot the first time. 

Even if you feel you have what you need, take two or three more takes for 
‘safety.’

● Failing to get proper coverage means you will lock yourself and your editor into 
very limited options. 

● When working with actors, they will need to give you coverage as well by 
performing the same scene in different ways with emphasis on different 
elements each time. This can range from a different inflection in their voice to 
how long they pause when they enter a room. 



Coverage 
● Coverage also applies to individual shots. 

This means giving a moment of pause after 
action is called and another after cut is 
called so that there is sufficient footage at 
the beginning and of each shot for the editor 
to work with. 



Coverage 
● B-Roll refers to generic shots that can be useful in the editing process. Emphasis on ‘generic.’ It’s the 

supplemental or alternate footage intercut with the main shots (most commonly used in documentary, but 
applicable to narrative films as well). You may end up not using your b-roll, but there are many reasons to 
collect it. For example, you may not have access to a location after shooting, so collecting b-roll can help 
prevent disastrous re-shoots. If you botched a specific shot, you may be able to save it use b-roll. You may 
also decided that collecting and producing your own b-roll can be an easy way to cache great footage for 
later use.

B-Roll can include (but is not limited to):
● Wide shots of your location
● You character making different faces/reactions
● Your character walking around on set/location
● Close up of objects/props on set

B-roll clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SItFvB0Upb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SItFvB0Upb8

